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Lakatos

Imre Lakatos (1922-1974)

I Chalmers, WITTCS?, Ch. 9

I Godfrey-Smith, T&R, Ch. 7, §§1-3.
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Lakatos’s motivation

I Lakatos sought, like Popper and others, to provide a rationalist
account of science; i.e. an account which would make science a
rational enterprise.

I Lakatos saw in Kuhn’s account of science—particularly revolutionary
science—a threat to this general project.

I But Lakatos also wished, like Kuhn, to do justice to the history of
science.

I Much of Lakatos’s account of science seeks to supplant central
Kuhnian ideas with rationalist (roughly Popperian) alternatives.
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Research programmes

The central idea is the research programme, substituted for Kuhn’s
paradigm.

I Research programmes, unlike paradigms, are to be given by a more
or less explicit methodology; though these may be uncovered
retrospectively, by rational reconstruction.

I Think of a sequence of formal theories, connected by logical
relationships.

I Work within a research programme is much like work within normal
science: the overarching goal is to improve the fit between theory
and world.

I Kuhn’s scientific revolutions are supplanted by the replacement of
degenerating research programmes with progressive research
programmes.
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Rational reconstruction

I The idea of rational reconstruction had been around since the
logical positivists.

I For Lakatos, the idea was to pluck scientific theories out of their
historical context and (depending on your view:) reveal their logical
form / impose onto them a logical form.

I ‘[I]t. . . is of fundamental importance that justice should not only be
done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done.’ –
Lord Hewart CJ, R v Sussex Justices, ex parte McCarthy (1924).

‘What matters most is that in the main discussion we are able
to spin a story in which the scientific decisions come out
looking rational. I have never understood why this idea is not
met with more amazement and criticism from philosophers.’
(PGS, T& R, p. 104)

I (But cf. PGS, §7.5!)
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What a research programme looks like

The rational reconstruction of a theory reveals:

I The hard core: The central assumptions of the theory, which are
deemed not to be subject to verification or falsification—at least,
not in the short term. They do not change in a research
programme’s development.

I E.g. Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion + Law of Universal Gravitation.

I The protective belt: The auxiliary assumptions (e.g. theory of
measurement, initial conditions, . . . ) of the theory, which are
required to generate specific predictions (or other claims) in the
theory.

I E.g. Theory about the operation of telescopes; specification of the
planets and their configurations at some time.

I The goal here is to avoid the chaos threatened by confirmational
holism.
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Methodology of scientific research programmes

1. The development of a research programme is guided by a negative
and a positive heuristic.

I Negative heuristic: What not to do, viz. alter the hard core.
I Positive heuristic: How to supplant the hard core with auxiliary

assumptions, and to adjust the protective belt in the face of
recalcitrant evidence.

2. Research programmes are to pay very little attention to evidence
early on: the main goal is to develop a coherent and sufficiently
sophisticated protective belt.

3. Then the goal is to generate novel predictions. (N.B. confirmation,
not falsification!)

4. Recalcitrant evidence is to be accommodated by modifications to
the protective belt which are:

I non-ad-hoc (in Popper’s sense); and
I independently testable (the RP provides the relevant structuring of

evidence).
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Methodology of scientific research programmes

I Progressive research programmes: RPs which retain coherence
and generate successful (i.e. verified or confirmed) novel predictions.

I Degenerating research programmes: RPs which have lost
coherence or fail to generate novel predictions. (They ‘lag behind
the facts and run to catch up with them’.)

The more efficient a RP is at generating successful novel predictions, the
more progressive it is. This is intended to be an objective measure.

What is a “novel prediction”?

I Not: the prediction of a phenomenon that is historically new, or
recent.

I Instead: The prediction of a phenomenon which, without the theory,
would be a coincidence. (Worrall)

I E.g. Ptolemy vs. Copernicus re: epicyles.
I Vulcanoid asteroids in Newtonian gravity vs. general relativity.
I Against ‘just-so stories’: Freudianism, Marxism, ID, EvoPsych, . . . ?
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More on research programmes

I Young vs. Fresnel on the wave theory of light, early 19thC.

I So research programmes are only testable in the long term: ‘There
is no instant rationality in science.’

I It is not irrational, according to Lakatos, to attempt to revive a
degenerating research programme.

I Laudan: acceptance vs. pursuit of research traditions:
I accept the RT with the highest overall success;
I pursue the RT with the highest rate of progress.
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Problems and questions

I Problems for rational reconstruction: what the hard core and what is
the protective belt?

I The historical record (again):
I Do scientists really explicitly hold the hard core immune to testing?
I Are ad hoc modifications always irrational?

I When to give up on a degenerating research programme?

I The demarcation problem (again): what distinguishes science from
pseudo-science?

I Why isn’t the choice to pursue certain research
programmes/traditions influenced by what everyone else is doing?

I The scientific enterprise as a “spread bet”
I Particularly urgent for Lakatos & Laudan
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